
THE 7 GOLDEN RULES OF FITNESS

We can all get a bit healthier! Follow these seven golden rules of fitness to become the healthiest and fittest version of
yourself.

This phenomenon does not occur in nonliving systems. This may be accomplished be decreasing the number
of workouts per week, or by rearranging your schedule to rest the overworked muscles. Aim to create a system
for healthy food delivery, make your supplements easy to reach for those early morning training sessions and
make sure you have enough training kit on constant rotation. Hydration â€” Perhaps one of the most
overlooked principles of fitness. Think about it like this: if you were only in shape during the dating process,
you were effectively erecting a facade. Be well hydrated When the body dehydrates, you may feel tired and
exhausted which may lead to muscle cramping. Change it up When you do a particular work out, your body
gradually adapts what you do and sometimes your progress may seem stunted. Avoid Ab Obsession â€”
Revealing a rippling six pack is all about having low body fat. I take BCAA in the mornings due to
intermittent fasting as well as pre and post workout to prevent catabolism. This will be different for each
person, so don't be afraid to experiment. Post-workout, make sure to hold static stretches for about 30 seconds
each, and aim for a total of 15 to 20 minutes of cool-down. Drinking water is essential while exercising as it
will keep your energy level balanced while keeping your body hydrated. For example, when trying to gain
muscle do you know how your body responds to each of the following: German Volume Training, 5x5
Stronglifts, HST, 5 day split? Eat well before and after Eating the right food with the balanced amount of
protein and slow burning carbohydrates, at least an hour or so before the exercise, is most beneficial.
Originally posted  Train On An Empty Stomach â€” If training on an empty stomach can work for your
schedule, you may stand to benefit from an instant increase in performance and gain an ace up your sleeve in
the battle against body fat. Golden Rule 2, understand the obstacles. Rule 2 Initially, you can workout under
the guidance of a certified fitness trainer, so that you can get the exercises right, thus avoiding injury. Take
your goals and expand on them with a full, vivid and inspiring vision of what you want your life to be. But
what about your calves? It's guaranteed that your motivation will lag occasionally, but seeing your progress
written downâ€”and how far you've comeâ€”will remind you why you started in the first place. So, invest in
aerobics or work on the treadmill to keep that heart rate at pace. Make sure you talk to someone who can
answer the right questions. And most of the time you will never know your gym tights are too sheer on your
backside unless a close friend dares to tell you. Be A Mentor â€” Remember what it was like to be young and
starting out in fitness? Intervals, sprints and tabata drills are all great options for that metabolism spike 
Overtraining literally feels like having the flu and will completely take you out if you let it grab hold of you.
Protein is a major building block for muscles, and it's important that you consume protein post-workout to
ease your recovery. There are plenty of opportunities to get outside and train in the fresh air. And don't worry
about losing the results of your hard-earned effort.


